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1. Install and Start the Services

LeanXcale  provides a  set  of  SCRIPTs based on ANSIBLE to  install,  deploy  and
manage the cluster. For everything to work all  cluster machines must meet some
prerequisites – which are almost defaults for any Linux installation –, specifically:

• Ansible (>= 2.6)
• JAVA release 8
• Python 2 (>= 2.7)
• BASH
• libpthread
• numactl (unless you don’t want to take advantage of NUMA advantages)
• nc (netcat) to check ports are bound

The SCRIPTs provided, assume that SSH among all the servers is configured and
proper  keys  are  set  for  the  user  controlling  the  cluster  (USER)  to  access  any
machine without any further authentication mechanism.

If you just want to start as easy as possible, you just have to follow the next steps:

1. Create the base directory for the installation in all servers

mkdir /basedir/lxs

(The cluster user should have rwx permissions on that folder in all 
machines)

2. Select one server to act as MASTER server (in terms of ansible operations)

3. Unpack the TAR installation package in the base directory in the MASTER 
server

cd /basedir/lxs
tar xvf install-package-{XXX}.tgz

4. Configure the servers of the cluster in the inventory file

vim conf/inventory

Go to the [meta] section and fill in the hostname of the server that will have
the  metadata  components  (this  is  usually  the  server  you  are  using  as
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MASTER for the installation). Then fill  in the [datastores] section with the
hostnames of all servers in the cluster

[meta]
server1 ansible_connection=local

#Datastore Servers. You can have multiple data 
store instances
[datastores]
server1 ansible_connection=local
server2
server3

(In this case server1 is supposed to be the MASTER server and will run 
both MetaData components and DataStore components which is pretty 
standard.)

5. Run the configuration process

bash install.sh

6. Deploy the installation to the rest of the servers in the cluster

admin/deploycluster.sh build

7. Start the cluster

admin/startcluster.sh

Lx-DB is a distributed database built for scalability and performance. If you just want
to set up the cluster you should already have a working cluster , however the
default configuration is based on some workload assumptions that may not be met by
your application so resources may not be making the most of your resources with this
configuration.

If you know about your workload and want to have a better deployment to better use
of the resources you may want to read the rest of the document and refine your
inventory file before going to step 5. 

There are also some basic options for using different filesystems covered in next
section.
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1.1. Some more Points about Installation

So far you have done a very simple installation. However, there are at least a couple
of points you must consider to do a good use of your resources.

In the inventory, you may have noticed a line having:
sizing  mem=-  sockets=-  ncores=-  nthreadscore=-  fsdata=.
fslog=.

This tells the installation process to use all memory, all sockets, all cores and use the
same filesystems as used for BASEDIR, but you can change those easily to fit your
needs (mainly of you don’t want to allocate all resources to LeanXcale).

The most important part is the filesystem definition. For high performance It is highly
recommended  to  isolate  the  IO  for  the  transaction  logging  from  the  IO  of  the
datastores, therefore you should have different filesystems in different disks.

• mem: Memory available in the machine to run Lx-DB components (in GB)
• sockets: Lists of sockets in the machine to be used to run the components.

Values like "0-2" or "0,1,2" or "0,4" are allowed. 
• ncores: This is the number of physical cores to be used in each machine to

run Lx-DB components. Take care that this is physical cores so hyperthreads
should not be counted on.

• fslog: Folder where the transaction logging files are located. These are not the
components  logs,  but  the  transaction  logging  that  guarantees  database
durability. If SUDO is not granted, the folder with RW permissions for USER
should have been created by the administrator

• fsdata: Parent Folder where database is storing data.

This might be a resulting configuration:
sizing  mem=64G  sockets=0,1  ncores=-  nthreadscore=-
fsdata=/disk1/lxdata fslog=/disk2/lxtxlog

There are few more points you can fine tune to improve the allocation of resources
and  the  performance  of  your  distributed  database.  For  full  information  on  the
installation options, please refer to the Installation and Configuration Guide.

1.2. Basic Operations
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Once you have a running cluster these are some basic operations that you may need
to do:

• Start Cluster

$BASEDIR/admin> ./startcluster.sh
#start zookeeper in Metadata server

• Stop  Cluster.  Current  stopcluster.sh,  uses  lxConsole  by  default  to  do  a
graceful stop. Allows 3 modifiers which cannot be combined:

#stop gracefully all components except Zookeeper
$BASEDIR/admin> ./stopcluster.sh
#stop Zookeeper
$BASEDIR/admin> ./stopcluster.sh MS ZK

• Check the Cluster: To check whether the components are really running and
ports are bind.

$BASEDIR/admin> ./checkcluster.sh

checkcluster doesn't check if zookeeper is running directly but It does check
that zookeeper port is listening

• Restart  components:  This  will  do  the  previous  check  and  restart  all
components that are found not to be running.

$BASEDIR/admin> ./checkandrestart.sh

• Backup. Lx-DB provides a hot backup for production environments. However,
you may need to do backup for your testing environment. For this, you should
have first stopped the cluster and then do the backup. Current backup doesn't
store  transaction  log  files  so  If  the  system  didn't  stop  gracefully  some
information could be lost. The following sequence is recommended:

##First stop all the workload
$BASEDIR/admin> ./stopcluster.sh
$BASEDIR/admin> ./checkcluster.sh
##If any component didn't stop, force to kill it
$BASEDIR/admin> ./stopcluster.sh force
$BASEDIR/admin> ./backupcluster.sh
$BASEDIR/admin> ./startcluster.sh
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• Recover: To recover from a previous backup, there is a SCRIPT but assumes
you have first stopped the cluster. The recover, will start the cluster once files
were recovered

##First stop all the workload
$BASEDIR/admin> ./stopcluster.sh force
$BASEDIR/admin> ./recovercluster.sh
$BASEDIR/admin> ./checkcluster.sh

1.3. Monitorization

LeanXcale is usually distributed with a Prometheus and a Grafana instance with a
standard dashboard so you can have a view on how your cluster is running.

You can access the dashboard at http://{Metaserver}:3000/

(Use user admin, password admin to start, then change the password)

https://prometheus.io/
https://grafana.com/
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2. Configure your SQL Client and Create the Schema

LeanXcale provides a simple command line client called lxClient, but we recommend
you use your favorite JDBC/SQL client. Squirrel-SQL, DBeaver or SQLWorkbench
can be good options.

Here you can see the steps for DBeaver,  but they are very similar to any of the
others:

From the DBeaver tool, the user must add the new repository by going to the Driver
Manager. After clicking  new  to add the datastore, then it  should put the following
parameters:

 Driver Name: just put a name here
 Driver Type: Generic
 Class Name: com.leanxcale.jdbc.ElasticDriver
 URL Template:

 jdbc:leanxcale://{Metaserver}:2181/{DBName};create=true
Then, the user should add the driver to the  libraries section. Beware that both the
elasticdriver and the i18n binary are needed. 

Figure 1 Configuration Of DBeaver
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After setting up the driver, then she should be able to create a new connection to the
datastore using the New Connection Wizard. When the connection is established, the
user should be able to see the data tables and the write her own queries to retrieve
data, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 2: Execution of a simple SQL Statement

Note that by using the “create=true” property in the connection URL, the
database  will  be  automatically  created  when you first  connection.  You  may
notice that first connection takes longer because of this reason.

2.1. Creating the schema

To start working you need to create a database and build your schema. The best way
to do it is through SQL DDL commands.

Use the SQL client you have just configured and start creating the schema.

(There is a lot of information about SQL DDL commands. Lx-DB dialect is very close
to Apache Derby and there are lots of resources if you look for it in the Web).
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3. Developing for LeanXcale

LeanXcale provides 2 different APIs so you can fit the one that fits your needs best.

• The JDBC API is a very well-known standard API. There are lots of resources 
in the WEB and SQL is very powerful helping you doing complex queries.

• On the other hand, KiVi direct API is a simpler approach, but much more 
efficient when you are doing simple operations. A typical use case, is data 
ingestion, doing INSERT DML operations over SQL to put a record in the 
database is less efficient than using KiVi direct API to put your data directly 
into the database.

You can use any of the APIs and you will have a consistent view of your data 
between them.

3.1. KiVi Direct API

Lx-DB provides a direct key/value API. The functions in this API - while keeping ACID
properties  -  don’t  use  SQL and  thus,  SQL parsing,  compilation,  planning  is  not
needed which results in a much faster interface. On the other hand, this API doesn’t
provide the full capabilities and power of an SQL interface.

This is a high performance API, but when using this library, direct connection to most
of the components is needed so applications using this API must be collocated in the
security LAN of the database.

This API provides the following mechanisms:

• Connection management
• Transaction management
• Tuple management (access to fields and data in the tuples)
• Adds: Insert, Upsert or Updates of tuples
• Gets of tuples from the key
• Scans of ranges of tuples
• Predicates for scans
• Scans on secondary indexes also with Predicates
• Project (limit the fields you retrieve)
• Aggregations
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To use this direct API you need to include the library kivi-javaapi.jar in your project.

Here are some examples that allow you

Connection Example:

Getting a Data Row directly by Key:

Simple SCAN with basic options:
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import static Expressions.*;
import static Aggregations.*;
import static Constants.*;

// tpch is the name of the database
ConnectionSettings settings = new ConnectionSettings()
.credentials(user, pass, “tpch”)
.address(address,por)

Connection connection = 
ConnectionFactory.connect(“kivi:zk//zkserver:2181”, settings);
Database database = connection.database();

Tuplekey key = table.createTupleKey();
key.putLong(“id”, 0);

Tuple tuple = table.get(key);

// Scan table person from id 20 to id 30, 20 included, 30 excluded by 
default
Table people = database.getTable(“person”);
TupleKey min = people.createTupleKey();
min.putLong(“id”, 20);

TupleKey max = people.createTupleKey();
max.putLong(“id”, 30);

people.find()
        .min(min)
        .max(max)
        .foreach(tuple->processTuple(tuple));

// Max 20 results
people.find()
        .first(20)
        .foreach(tuple->processTuple(tuple));
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Scan a Table using a Secondary Index:

Inserting one Record(Tuple):

Insert using a Sequence:

Insert a Record containing a BLOB read from a file:
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Table table people = database.getTable(“person”);
TupleKey minKey = new TupleKey(new Field(“dni”, string(10)));
minKey.putString(“111111111Q”);

people.find()
        .index(“dniIdx”)
        .indexMin(minKey)
        .foreach(tuple->processTuple(tuple));

Table people = database.getTable(“person”);
Tuple person = people.createTuple();

person.putLong(“id”, 1).
  .putString(“name”, “John”)
  .putString(“lastName”, “Doe”)
  .putString(“phone”, “555333695”)
  .putString(“email”, “johndoe@nowhere.no”)
  .putDate(“birthday”, 
    new SimpleDateFormat(“yyyy/MM/dd”).parse(“1970/01/01”))
  .putInt(“numChildren”, 4);

people.insert(person);

Table people = database.getTable(“person”);
Tuple person = people.createTuple();

long personId = database.getSequence(“personId”).nextVal();

person.putLong(“id”, personId)
  .putString(“name”, “John”)
  .putString(“lastName”, “Doe”)
  .putString(“phone”, “555333695”)
  .putString(“email”, “johndoe@nowhere.no”)
  .putDate(“birthday”, 
    new SimpleDateFormat(“yyyy/MM/dd”).parse(“1970/01/01”))
  .putInt(“numChildren”, 4);

people.insert(person);

Table people = database.getTable(“person”);
Tuple person = people.createTuple();

person.putString(“name”, “John”)
      .putString(“lastName”, “Doe”)
      .putString(“phone”, “555333695”);

OutputStream os = people.createBlob(person, “photo”);
Files.copy(Paths.get(“/path/to/john.jpeg”), os);

people.insert(person);
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Updating a Record:

Deleting a Record by Key:

Advanced Finding and Filtering:
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// Tuple person to be updated has to be previosly retrieved through
// a get()
Tuplekey key = table.createTupleKey();
key.putLong(“id”, 0);

Tuple person = table.get(key);
person.putString(“phone”, “anotherPhone”)
      .putString(“email”, “johndoe@somewhere.some”)

people.update(person);

Table people = database.getTable(“person”);
TupleKey johnKey = people.createTupleKey();
johnKey.putLong(“id”, key);

people.delete(johnKey);

import static Filters.*;
import static Constants.*;
import static Expressions.*;

Table people = database.getTable(“person”);

// Basic comparisons
people.find()
      .filter(gt(“numChildren”, 4).and(eq(“name”, string(“John”))))
      .foreach(tuple->processTuple(tuple));

// Between
SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat(“yyyy/MM/dd”);
Date minDate = sdf.parse(“1900/01/01”);
Date maxDate = sdf.parse(“2000/01/01”);

people.find()
      .filter(between(“birthday”, date(minDate), date(maxDate))
      .foreach(tuple->processTuple(tuple));

// Expression usage
people.find()
      .filter(gt(“numChildren”,sub(field(“numRooms”),int(1))))
      .foreach(tuple->processTuple(tuple));
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Project:
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import static Projections.*;
import static Expressions.*;
import static Arrays.*;

Table people = database.getTable(“person”);

// Basic inclusion
people.find()
      .project(include(asList(“name”, “lastName”, “birthdate”)))
      .foreach(
        tuple->{String name = tuple.getString(“name”);
                String lastname = tuple.getString(“lastName”);
                Date date = tuple.getDate(“birthdate”);
  });

//SELECT name, Lastname, weight/height² AS imc FROM person
// Alias and expression usage
people.find()
      .project(compose(Arrays.asList(
        alias(“name”),
        alias(“lastName”),
        alias(“imc”,div(field(“weight”),pow(field(“height”),2)))
  ))).foreach(tuple->{
        String name = tuple.getString(“name”);
        String lastName = tuple.getString(“lastName”);
        float imc = getFloat(“imc”);
  });
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Aggregations:
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import static Aggregations.*;
import static Expressions.*;
import static Collections.*;
import static Arrays.*;

// Simple aggregation
int numPeople = people.find()
        .aggregate(emptyList(), count(“numPeople”))
        .iterator.next().getLong(“numPeople”);

// Group By aggregation
people.find()
      .aggregate(.asList(“name”),.asList(
        count(“numPeople”),
        avg(“averageHeight”, field(“height”))
        avg(“averageIMC”,div(field(“weight”),pow(field(“height),2)))
       )).foreach(tuple->{
             String name = tuple.getString(“name”);
             long numPeople = tuple.getLong(“numPeople”);
             float avgHeight = tuple.getFloat(“averageHeight”);
             float avgIMC = tuple.getFloat(“averageIMC”);
  });

// Filtering before aggregate
SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat(“yyyy/MM/dd”);
Date date = sdf.parse(“1970/01/01”);

people.find()
      .filter(gt(“birthdate”, date(date)))
      .aggregate(.asList(“name”),.asList(
        count(“numPeople”),
        avg(“averageHeight”, field(“height”))
        avg(“averageIMC”,div(field(“weight”),pow(field(“height),2)))
      )).foreach(tuple->{
            String name = tuple.getString(“name”);
            long numPeople = tuple.getLong(“numPeople”);
            float avgHeight = tuple.getFloat(“averageHeight”);
            float avgIMC = tuple.getFloat(“averageIMC”);
  });

//Filtering after aggregate
people.find()
      .aggregate(.asList(“name”),.asList(
        count(“numPeople”),
        avg(“averageHeight”, field(“height”))
        avg(“averageIMC”,div(field(“weight”),pow(field(“height),2)))
      )).filter(gt(“averageIMC”,float(26)).or(ge(“numPeople”,100)))
      .foreach(tuple->{
               String name = tuple.getString(“name”);
               long numPeople = tuple.getLong(“numPeople”);
               float avgHeight = tuple.getFloat(“averageHeight”);
               float avgIMC = tuple.getFloat(“averageIMC”);
  });
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Delete with a Filter:

3.2. JDBC API

JDBC is a really well-known and wide-spread way of accessing database information. LeanXcale 
provides a JDBC driver so you can leverage all the power of JDBC to access LeanXcale and do 
any kind of operation in a similar way you could do it over any other database.

The only points to take into account when using JDBC over LeanXcale are:

• LeanXcale Query Engine was forked some years ago from Apach Derby so the SQL 
dialect is very close to that of Apache Derby. (Look LeanXcale SQL Reference to see the 
differences).

• LeanXcale concepts are somehow different to other databases. Specifically asynchronous
conflict management requires specific considerations when developing for LeanXcale. 
Please read Concepts section in this document to fully understand how to consider those 
features.

• There are some specific parameters when setting a connection for LeanXcale and building
the connection URL that you need to know. In particular, you have to take care of the 
mode of connection and the level of isolation

As there are a lot of resources about JDBC to do any kind of operation, we won’t cover the JDBC 
interface in depth. What follows in the next pages is a full example of a simple JDBC program 
working over LeanXcale.
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import static Filters.*;
import static Constants.*;
import static Expressions.*;

// Simple filter
people.delete(Filters.eq(“name”, string(“John”)));

// Expression usage:: (weight / height^2) > 26.0
people.delete(Filters.gt(
    div(field(“weight”),
         pow(field(“height”),2)),
    float(26)
  ));
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import static Filters.*;
import static Constants.*;
import static Expressions.*;

// Simple filter
people.delete(Filters.eq(“name”, string(“John”)));

// Expression usage:: (weight / height^2) > 26.0
people.delete(Filters.gt(
    div(field(“weight”),
         pow(field(“height”),2)),
    float(26)
  ));import java.sql.Connection;
import java.sql.DriverManager;
import java.sql.PreparedStatement;
import java.sql.ResultSet;
import java.sql.SQLException;
import java.sql.Statement;

import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Properties;

/**
 * This sample program is a minimal Java application showing JDBC 
 * access to a LeanXcale database.
 * The application runs in a different JVM from LeanXcale and only 
 * needs to load the client driver.
 *
 * LeanXcale metadata services are supposed to be running in localhost
 */
public class SimpleApp
{
    private String driver = "com.leanxcale.jdbc.ElasticDriver";
    private String protocol = "jdbc:leanxcale://";
    private String cluster="localhost";
    /**
     * Starts the demo by creating a new instance of this class and
     * running the go() method.
     * 
     * The LeanXcale cluster (or standalone JVM) must already be 
     * running when trying to obtain client connections. This demo
     * program will will try to connect to a ZooKeeper cluster on this
     * host (the localhost).
     * 
     * When running this demo, you must include the driver in the
     * classpath of the JVM.
     * 
     * @param args   This program accepts one optional argument 
     *               specifying the Zookeeper cluster URL,
     *               such as as server:port. The default is to use 
     *               the localhost cluster.
     */
    public static void main(String[] args)
    {
        new SimpleApp().go(args);
        System.out.println("SimpleApp finished");
    }
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    /**
     * Starts the actual demo activities. This includes loading 
     * the correct JDBC driver, creating a database by making a
     * connection, creating a table in the database, and inserting,
     * updating and retrieving some data. Some of the retrieved 
     * data is then verified (compared) against the expected 
     * results. Finally, the table is deleted.
     *
     * @param args - Optional argument specifying which framework or JDBC 
driver
     *        to use to connect to LeanXcale cluster or standalone JVM. 
Default is the embedded framework,
     *        see the <code>main()</code> method for details.
     * @see #main(String[])
     */
    void go(String[] args)
    {
        /* parse the arguments to determine which framework is desired*/
        parseArguments(args);

        System.out.println("SimpleApp starting in.");

        /* load the desired JDBC driver */
        loadDriver();

        /* We will be using Statement and PreparedStatement objects for
         * executing SQL. These objects, as well as Connections and 
ResultSets,
         * are resources that should be released explicitly after use, 
hence
         * the try-catch-finally pattern used below.
         * We are storing the Statement and Prepared statement object 
references
         * in an array list for convenience.
         */
        Connection conn = null;
        ArrayList<Statement> statements = new ArrayList(); // list of 
Statements, PreparedStatements
        PreparedStatement psInsert = null;
        PreparedStatement psUpdate = null;
        Statement s = null;
        ResultSet rs = null;
        try
        {
            Properties props = new Properties(); // connection properties

            String dbName = "leanxcaleDB"; // the name of the database
            /*
             * This connection specifies create=true in the connection
             * URL to cause the database to be created when connecting
             * for the first time.
             */
            conn = DriverManager.getConnection(protocol + cluster + "/" 
                + dbName + ";create=true", props);

            System.out.println("Connected to and created database " +
                dbName);

            // We want to control transactions manually and Autocommit is 
            // on by default in JDBC so we set it to false
            conn.setAutoCommit(false);
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            /* Creating a statement object that we can use for running
             * various SQL statements commands against the database.*/
            s = conn.createStatement();
            statements.add(s);

            // We create a table...
            s.execute("create table location(num int, addr varchar(40))");
            System.out.println("Created table location");

            // and add a few rows...

            /* It is recommended to use PreparedStatements when you are
             * repeating execution of an SQL statement. PreparedStatements
             * also allows you to parameterize variables. By using
             * PreparedStatements you may increase performance (because
             * the LeanXcale engine does not have to recompile the SQL
             * statement each time it is executed) and improve security
             * (because of Java type checking).
             */
            // parameter 1 is num (int), parameter 2 is addr (varchar)
            psInsert = conn.prepareStatement(
                        "insert into location values (?, ?)");
            statements.add(psInsert);

            psInsert.setInt(1, 1956);
            psInsert.setString(2, "Webster St.");
            psInsert.executeUpdate();
            System.out.println("Inserted 1956 Webster");

            psInsert.setInt(1, 1910);
            psInsert.setString(2, "Union St.");
            psInsert.executeUpdate();
            System.out.println("Inserted 1910 Union");

            // Let's update some rows as well…
            // parameter 1 and 3 are num (int), parameter 2 is addr 
(varchar)
            psUpdate = conn.prepareStatement(
                        "update location set num=?, addr=? where num=?");
            statements.add(psUpdate);

            psUpdate.setInt(1, 180);
            psUpdate.setString(2, "Grand Ave.");
            psUpdate.setInt(3, 1956);
            psUpdate.executeUpdate();
            System.out.println("Updated 1956 Webster to 180 Grand");

            psUpdate.setInt(1, 300);
            psUpdate.setString(2, "Lakeshore Ave.");
            psUpdate.setInt(3, 180);
            psUpdate.executeUpdate();
            System.out.println("Updated 180 Grand to 300 Lakeshore");

            /*
               We select the rows and verify the results.
             */
            rs = s.executeQuery(
                    "SELECT num, addr FROM location ORDER BY num");
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            /* we expect the first returned column to be an integer (num),
             * and second to be a String (addr). Rows are sorted by street
             * number (num).
             *
             * Normally, it is best to use a pattern of
             *  while(rs.next()) {
             *    // do something with the result set
             *  }
             * to process all returned rows, but we are only expecting two
             * rows this time, and want the verification code to be easy
             * to comprehend, so we use a different pattern.
             */

            int number; // street number retrieved from the database
            boolean failure = false;
            if (!rs.next())
            {
                failure = true;
                reportFailure("No rows in ResultSet");
            }

            if ((number = rs.getInt(1)) != 300)
            {
                failure = true;
                reportFailure(
                        "Wrong row returned, expected num=300, got " +
                   number);
            }

            if (!rs.next())
            {
                failure = true;
                reportFailure("Too few rows");
            }

            if ((number = rs.getInt(1)) != 1910)
            {
                failure = true;
                reportFailure(
                        "Wrong row returned, expected num=1910, got " +
                        number);
            }

            if (rs.next())
            {
                failure = true;
                reportFailure("Too many rows");
            }

            if (!failure) {
                System.out.println("Verified the rows");
            }

            // delete the table
            s.execute("drop table location");
            System.out.println("Dropped table location");

            /*
               We commit the transaction. Any changes will be persisted to
               the database now.
             */
            conn.commit();
            System.out.println("Committed the transaction");
        }
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        catch (SQLException sqle)
        {
            printSQLException(sqle);
        } finally {
            // release all open resources to avoid unnecessary memory 
usage

            // ResultSet
            try {
                if (rs != null) {
                    rs.close();
                    rs = null;
                }
            } catch (SQLException sqle) {
                printSQLException(sqle);
            }

            // Statements and PreparedStatements
            int i = 0;
            while (!statements.isEmpty()) {
                // PreparedStatement extend Statement
                Statement st = (Statement)statements.remove(i);
                try {
                    if (st != null) {
                        st.close();
                        st = null;
                    }
                } catch (SQLException sqle) {
                    printSQLException(sqle);
                }
            }

            //Connection
            try {
                if (conn != null) {
                    conn.close();
                    conn = null;
                }
            } catch (SQLException sqle) {
                printSQLException(sqle);
            }
        }
    }

    /**
     * Loads the appropriate JDBC driver.
     */
    private void loadDriver() {
        /*
         *  The JDBC driver is loaded by loading its class.
         *  If you are using JDBC 4.0 (Java SE 6) or newer, JDBC drivers
         *  may be automatically loaded, making this code optional.
         */
        try {
            Class.forName(driver).newInstance();
            System.out.println("Loaded the appropriate driver");
        } catch (ClassNotFoundException cnfe) {
            System.err.println("\nUnable to load the JDBC driver " +
                driver);
            System.err.println("Please check your CLASSPATH.");
            cnfe.printStackTrace(System.err);
        } catch (InstantiationException ie) {
            System.err.println(
                        "\nUnable to instantiate the JDBC driver " +
                driver);
            ie.printStackTrace(System.err);
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        } catch (IllegalAccessException iae) {
            System.err.println(
                        "\nNot allowed to access the JDBC driver " +
                driver);
            iae.printStackTrace(System.err);
        }
    }

    /**
     * Reports a data verification failure to System.err with the given
     * message.
     *
     * @param message A message describing what failed.
     */
    private void reportFailure(String message) {
        System.err.println("\nData verification failed:");
        System.err.println('\t' + message);
    }

    /**
     * Prints details of an SQLException chain to <code>System.err</code>.
     * Details included are SQL State, Error code, Exception message.
     *
     * @param e the SQLException from which to print details.
     */
    public static void printSQLException(SQLException e)
    {
        // Unwraps the entire exception chain to unveil the real cause 
        // of the Exception.
        while (e != null)
        {
            System.err.println("\n----- SQLException -----");
            System.err.println("  SQL State:  " + e.getSQLState());
            System.err.println("  Error Code: " + e.getErrorCode());
            System.err.println("  Message:    " + e.getMessage());
            e = e.getNextException();
        }
    }

    /**
     * Parses the arguments given and sets the values of this class'
     * instance variables accordingly.
     * @param args Zookeeper cluster URL
     * Only the first argument will be considered, the rest will be
     * ignored.
     */
    private void parseArguments(String[] args)
    {
        if (args.length > 0) {
            cluster=args[0];
        }
    }
}
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4. Concepts

It is very important to understand some of the concepts behing Lx-DB. You maybe
familiar with some of them because most of them are common to all databases, but
in this short summary we are trying to set the basic concepts you will find refered
across the document and explain how Lx-DB deals with them.

4.1. Transactions

A transaction is a set of one or more SQL statements that make up a logical unit
of work that you can either commit  or roll back and that will be recovered in the
event of a system failure.

Transactions  are  usually  described  as  ACID.  ACID  is  the  acronym  used  to
describe the four properties of an enterprise level transaction :

ATOMICITY:  All  operations  part  of  a  transaction  should  be  done  or  undone
completely.  In  the  event  of  a  failure  before  the  transaction  is  finished,  all
operations and procedures should be undone, and all data should rollback to its
previous state.

CONSISTENCY:  a  transaction  should  transform a  system from one  consistent
state to  another consistent state.

ISOLATION: each transaction should happen independently of other transactions
occurring at the same time.

DURABILITY:  Completed  transactions  should  remain  permanent,  even  when
there is a system failure right after completion.

LeanXcale  DB  transaction  management  is  based  on  a  patented  radically  new
approach  to  transactional  processing  that  is  able  to  provide  transactional  data
consistency  while  being  able  to  scale  out  to  large  numbers.  We achieve  such
transparent and scalable transaction processing obeying stringent response time
requirements by introducing a wide range of innovations. Firstly, we decouple the
visibility of updates from atomic commit. Any form of complex and time consuming
coordination among components, such as a 2-phase commit protocol, is avoided.
Instead,  transactions  can  commit  fast  and  in  parallel  without  compromising
consistency. Secondly, we decompose and distribute the various transactional tasks,
scaling them up individually. Finally, we introduce asynchrony and message
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batching as much as possible. Asynchrony enables that most of the messing 
processing is outside the scope of transactions; batching keeps the overall number of
messages in bay.

Our concurrency control mechanism is based on snapshot isolation, as its 
advantages for conflict avoidance compared to locking and two-phase commit based 
approaches have been well established both for traditional relational database 
systems as well as transaction solutions on top NoSQL databases.

4.2. Isolation Levels

The I in ACID stands for Isolation, but transactional systems allow different isolation 
levels. The following link at Wikipedia provides a good description of Isolation levels:

Most databases allow for setting different isolation levels and use 
READ_COMMITED as default isolation level.

Lx-DB only supports two isolation levels: READ_COMMITTED and Snapshot 
Isolation as Serializable, provide read consistent view of the database to all 
transactions and is the most restrictive isolation level.

However, If you are used to READ_COMMITED, you may expect a different behavior
when using Snapshot Isolation.

4.3. Commit

Lx-DB does not use two-phase commit, but a novel and patented distributed 
approach to all the operations related with commit. At a very high level, we 
differentiate three stages in the commit process:

• Durable: The information of the transaction is logged and the commit is 
guaranteed to be recoverable

• Persisted: The information related to the transaction is persisted in the 
datastores

• Visible: The information is available to be seen by any process accessing it
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4.4. Session Consistency

Lx-DB has two Session Consistency modes.  It  can get  back control  to the client
session when the commit is durable and all checks are done so it can continue with
any activities and be more efficient or can wait until the commit is fully completed.

Both session consistency modes provide guaranteed monotonic reads, and writes 
and ability to read your own writes.

The default is getting control back before COMMIT is guaranteed to be fully 
completed. This provides predictable read data consistency for a session
while offering the lowest latency write and reads are also low latency.

The second mode (strong session consistency mode) really also returns before the 
COMMIT is guaranteed to be fully done, but before starting any new transaction it 
checks (and waits if needed) that the previous COMMIT is fully completed.

Any database recommends to batch inserts and do

Instead of

This is specially true if strong session consistency mode is activated.

4.5. Snapshot Isolation

Snapshot Isolation is a type of multi-version concurrency control that builds a more 
relaxed isolation criterion. Snapshot isolation allows you to avoid the read locks that 
serializable isolation requires and currently is the default in most commercial 
RDBMS.
Snapshot isolation uses both multi-version concurrency control  and timestamps in
order to avoid using locks, allowing a transaction to work over a consistent snapshot
of data. Thus , a transaction is never blocked performing a read operation (which it is
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the case for concurrency control based on mutual exclusion), potentially increasing
the level of concurrency. Snapshot isolation works by creating two timestamps for
each transaction. Upon the start of a transaction, a start timestamp Ts is assigned
and, this particular transaction will  observe all  versions up to Ts. When the set of
operations  within  a  transaction  ends,  the  transaction  will  try  to  commit,  being
assigned at that time a commit timestamp Tc, if the transaction is allowed to commit.
It  should  be noted that  a  transaction  will  only  be  allowed  to  commit  if  no  other
concurrent transaction has modified the same set of tuples (i.e a write-write conflict).
From the moment a transaction is committed, all following transactions will be able to
observe  its  modifications.  After  its  inception,  a  given  transaction  will  be  able  to
observe all versioned objects up to Ts. 

The Snapshot Isolation criterion avoids all  anomalies described in the ANSI SQL
standard. However, an anomaly called write skew may still occur. A write skew occurs
when  at  least  one  safety  feature  for  a  system is  disregarded,  due to  write-write
synchronization problems, which causes Snapshot Isolation not to be serializable. 

Nonetheless,  Snapshot  Isolation is  usually  the most  strict  isolation level  found in
RDBMS,  and  for  a  wide  array  of  applications  it  is  possible  to  achieve  a  serial
execution or even to fully implement serializability,

The following link from Wikipedia can provide some further information:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snapshot_isolation

Also this image by Jim Gray, is really a simple way to explain it: 
https://msdnshared.blob.core.windows.net/media/MSDNBlogsFS/prod.evol.blogs.ms
dn.com/CommunityServer.Components.PostAttachments/00/02/67/81/68/
serializable_vs_snapshot.PNG

4.6. Conflict Management

Conflict  Management  relates  to  the  way  the  database  manages  write-to-write
conflicts.  Lx-DB  manages  conflicts  at  the  row  level.  When  two  concurrent
transactions try to modify the same row, one of the transactions is aborted.
This is different to a lot of transactional databases that doesn’t run Snapshot isolation
and lock the rows causing other sessions to wait until the lock is released.
What is  specific  to  Lx-DB is  that  conflicts  can be managed in  a synchronous or
asynchronous way. By default, Lx-DB manages conflicts asynchrronously, this means
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that for a set of DML operations that are part of a transaction you are guaranteed that
conflicts are resolved before COMMIT, but not when the SQL statements returns.

In  terms  of  development  this  means  that  you  should  always  handle  the  Abort
exception  in  any  INSERT,  UPDATE  or  COMMIT  operation  and  act  accordingly
instead of relying on the database making the session wait until the lock is released
from another session and taken for yours.

4.7. Coding for Lx-DB Conflict Management

Since conflicts are managed at the row level, conflicts are very unlikely (unless there
ara a lot of concurrent users and there is a very specific hot spot in the data model).
However, the developer has to consider them.

As an example: Let’s  imagine you are building a web sales solution and have a
screen where users do the final  purchase reducing the stock.  Next  pseudo-code
shows how to handle this situation with Lx-DB.
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Since in SQL transactions don’t  need to be explicitly started because the start  is
implicit when you connect or you finish (with COMMIT or ROLLBACK) the previos
transaction, the first part in Java using JDBC would be:

Also, using SQL and JDBC, the Conflict is not a Explicit Exception, but a state of an
SQLException:
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stockReserved = False
while not stockReserved:
    Start Transaction
    Check there is stock
    If there is no stock: Show a message for the customer and Return
    TRY:
        Reserve the stock
        COMMIT
        stockReserved = True
    EXCEPTION CONFLICT:
        #Someone was just trying to reserve the same item and there was a conflict
        #Although Conflict means Abort/Rollback, explictily do Rollback to restart
        #transaction and release resources to restart and keep trying to reserve
        #Stock unless there is no stock
        ROLLBACK
    EXCEPTION OTHERS:
        Manage other Exceptions
#END of while

Do the payment process

If everything is OK:
    stockUpdated = False
    while not stockUpdated:
        TRY:
            Start Transaction
            Update the stock
            Send the order
            COMMIT
            stockUpdated = True
        EXCEPTION CONFLICT:
            #Someone was just trying to reserve the same item and there was a 
conflict
            #Do nothing keep trying to reserve Stock unless there is no stock
            ROLLBACK
    #END while

else #(something failed in the payment proccess):
    #Undo stock reservation:
    stockUpdated = False
    while not stockUpdated:
        TRY:
            Start Transaction
            Update the stock undoing reservation
            COMMIT
            stockUpdated = True
        EXCEPTION CONFLICT:
            #Someone was just trying to reserve the same item and there was a 
conflict
            #Do nothing keep trying to reserve Stock unless there is no stock
            ROLLBACK
    #END while
    COMMIT
#END if
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By  default  Conflicts  are  checked  asynchronously  which  can  yield  a  significant
improvement in a distributed system. The main drawback in asynchronous conflict
check is when there are a set of operations and you want to know which operation
had the conflict. 

4.8. Defer checks

As with conflicts, there are a ser of checks that may be needed in statements and
that require round trips. A typical case is INSERT statements fail if there is another
row  with  the  same  PRIMARY  KEY  or  any  UNIQUE  INDEX  already  exists.  On
programatic operations this means an overhead that you may not want to pay at
each operation because those checks can be defered to the point when you can
batch several operations or do the COMMIT.

By default,  Lx-DB defers checks, but you can enable transactions so checks are
done synchronously. The main drawback when deferring checks is that it is difficult to
know which specific operation checks are failing and, if several are failing you just
have one input.

4.9. Connection Modes
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boolean stockReserved = false
do {
    try {
        int nstock = getStock(connection, Item);
        if (nstock == 0) {
            throw new NoStockException("No Stock for " + Item);
        }
        updateReservedStock(connection, Item, nstock - 1);
        CommitTransaction(connecction);
        stockReserved = true;

    } catch (SQLException sqlex) {

        if (sqlex.getSQLState()!=null && 
Arrays.binarySearch(CONFLICT_STATE,sqlex.getSQLState()) >= 0){
            RollbackTransaction(connection);
        }
        else {
            throw sqlex;
        }
    }
}
while (stockReserved == false);
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When starting any JDBC connection you can define the connection mode. Basically, 
there are 3 connection modes:

Interactive Mode:

• The isolation level is READ_COMMITTED
• Provides default session consistency
• Conflicts are resolved synchronously for each operation
• Checks are done synchronously for each operation

This is a mode suited for a user connecting an interactive session so any operation
gives back any possible  conflict/error  as soon as possible.  It  is  not  designed for
performance because the overhead of resolving synchronously for operations.

If the user is running a big SQL SCRIPT probably the first times it is better to use this
mode despite other modes can provide higher performance.

RUN Mode:

• The isolation level is Snapshot Isolation
• Provides default session consistency
• Conflicts are resolved asynchronously
• Checks are deferred and done asynchronously

This is the recommended mode for any program.

Strong Mode:

• The isolation level is Snapshot Isolation
• Provides strong session consistency
• Conflicts are resolved asynchronously
• Checks are deferred and done asynchronously

4.10. Setting connection mode

Setting the connection mode is a property of the connection.

mode=manual
mode=run
mode=strong

The default connection mode is manual
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